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How It Works
Healthcare fundraisers find success by engaging with the people who walk 
through their doors every day. Inpatients, outpatients, friends, physicians, 
and visitors are all potential supporters. With the Grateful Patient Solution, 
your files are analyzed to identify and return your most likely donors from the 
people around you. Prospects are screened through our comprehensive wealth 
research service to accurately identify your annual and major gift prospects. 
We give you the tools to find new donors and upgrade existing ones.

What End-to-End Solutions Provide
• Our solutions provide provide intelligence: the answers and greater 

perspective to help you to help you make sound strategic decisions

• Our data-driven approach gives you access to the largest and most 
exclusive data sets, regardless of database type

• Services are fully integrated into CRM databases to make your job easier 
through quicker and better access to prospect or donor insights

From Patients to Donors
Grateful Patient Solution

Your daily fundraising activities are vital to your healthcare organization—the 
money you raise helps provide superior patient care and groundbreaking 
research. Imagine what you could do for your organization’s prospecting and 
fundraising program with deeper insight into your potential patient donor 
population. Only Blackbaud Healthcare Solutions for Patient Fundraising 
provides the intelligence you need by combining comprehensive wealth and 
charitable giving information with predictive analytics and scoring. Along with 
data assets, Blackbaud Healthcare Solutions for Patient Fundraising can also 
help with implementation of findings, technical setup, and unique strategy 
creation for your organization.  

Send us your 
patient files

Screen for wealth, 
hard assets, and 

income

Results are 
returned 
same day

Scores delivered 
into databases 

via sftp

Review a 
consolidated 

profile

ResearchPoint

Raiser’s Edge

Blackbaud Healthcare 
SolutionsTM can help you:

 ✓ Find, engage, and retain 
donors

 ✓ Increase dollars raised

 ✓ Foster long-term donor 
relationships

 ✓ Manage and grow your 
grateful patient programs

Learn more

Focused, strategic fundraising 
is changing the way hospitals 
operate. Blackbaud Healthcare 
Solutions for Patient Fundraising 
is here to partner with you—
we can help you devise a 
program to identify prospects, 
build relationships, and boost 
fundraising!
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What Is Returned

View wealth and income 
information for all your prospects 
within the single screen, and use 
this information to inform your 
fundraising projections, devise 
contact strategies, and align 
ask amounts for converting and 
retaining valuable donors.

Screen for giving potential and 
propensity based on a donor’s 
historical giving to other charities 
and ranking prospect giving 
likelihood. View major giving 
indicators, and use quickview 
scores to inform rounding 
activities and direct response 
campaign segmentation.

The Grateful Patient Solution screens patient lists regularly and quickly to reveal hidden wealth and giving potential 
from your patient files and identify new donor prospects from your HIPAA-compliant patient information and 
electronic medical record system through presence of wealth, biographical, and philanthropic detail. Scores and 
ratings are completed in minutes, not days, allowing program staff to review patient files and prioritize rounding visits 
depending on findings. Screening can be automated and integrates directly into Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT®, or can be 
loaded into other donor management systems. Lists are reviewed and insights are returned within a single file delivery 
so that contact strategies can be quickly and easily implemented.  

Wealth Indicators Returned Values

Real Estate Value  Estimated dollar amount of real estate holdings

Private Company Ownership Yes / No Flag

Larkspur Indicator   Yes / No Flag

Who’s Who Indicator Yes / No Flag

Public Holdings Estimated dollar value of holdings

Stock Options Estimated dollar value of holdings

Estimated Income Dollar range of estimated income

Philanthropic Indicators Returned Values

NOZA Giving history Yes / No Flag

WealthPoint Rating Letter ranking

Larkspur Indicator   Letter ranking

Who’s Who Indicator Dollar value of estimated assets

Contact 
Information

Customized 
Care Tracking

Track Giving 
History

Name Area of Care Last Gift Date

Address Facility Last Gift Amount

Physician Total Giving

Admit Date

INSIGHTS DELIVERED INCLUDE:

Track patient and donor information through customizable 
fields in ResearchPointTM to assist with tracking, segmentation, 
reporting, and driving relevant communications to your donors. 
To confirm which information your organization is able to track, 
check with your internal compliance office to remain HIPAA-
compliant.

Sample Customized Fields

Sample Customized Fields

Sample Customized Fields
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What Is Returned, continued
ResearchPoint™ integration encompasses best-in-class prospect management software and industry-leading data 
insights to help you manage your constituent files. With direct integration, profiles are screened, data is housed, and 
prospect profiles are all managed through ResearchPoint. Biographical information is configurable to contain HIPAA-
compliant data, allowing you to track area of care and physician history. Wealth and indicator screens can be run, 
tracked, and viewed within each constituent profile. Direct integration and prospect research through ResearchPoint 
drives more streamlined constituent management, allowing you to do your job more efficiently and with greater insight.

ResearchPoint Tracks Prospects

Customized Fields Can Log Care Data

Seamless Integration of Data & Scores
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud provides software, services, expertise, and data intelligence 
that empowers and connects people to advance the social good movement. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, 
foundations, corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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Bringing It All Together
Consulting and reporting brings all the pieces together and creates a unique implementation plan for your 
organization. It also helps develop measurements and reporting on success metrics. Work with industry leaders 
to address program challenges, system architecture structures, and data analytics needs. Our consulting team 
has extensive experience working with healthcare organizations and data modeling solutions to increase donor 
conversion, engagement, stewardship, and ultimately drive smarter fundraising.

The Grateful Patient Solution creates an end-to-end process for reviewing your patient files to find hidden, high-value 
prospects. The results can then be used to create a unique approach to inpatient rounding visits, direct response 
campaign segmentation, ask amount strategies, and fundraising program expansion.

  

 

Automate Patient 
File Screening

Discover Giving 
Affinities

Segment Direct 
Response Campaigns

View Complete 
Patient Profile

Expand Your Grateful 
Patient Relationships

 Prioritize In-Person 
Patient Visits

Find Wealth 
Indicators
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